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Code of practice for

commercial leases

A voluntary Code of Practice has been
published governing commercial property
leases in England and Wales.

Section 4 reads:

AN EFFECTIVE LEASE

4.'l Because a lease is such an important
document, it has to be caretully worded
and must cover all the important rights
and duties of both landlord and tenant.

4.2 Sometimes these can be complex, but
as lar as possible leases should:

(a) be written clearly in plain language
and in a manner which can be understood
by people other than lawyers;

(b) be concise and relevant;

(c) link the various parts of the document
(especially clauses and schedules) by a
proper system of page numbering and
cross-referencing so that they can be
easily and quickly assimilated;

(d) state explicitly (consistent with the
need to be concise) any important legal
position relevant to the transaction, for
example, that certain consents cannot
be unreasonably withheld, even where
this is already covered by statute.

4.3 A number ol organisations including the
Law Society have produced examples of
model leases for the letting of the whole
or part of a building, These may not suit
the circumstances ol all landlords and
tenants or all property transactions, but
they are useful models and show how
clarity an be achieved.

The Code has been produced under a
government initiative by a "Commercial
l,eases Group" comprising the

Association of British Insurers
British Council for Offices
British Property Federation
British Retail Consortium

Confederation of British Industry
Federation of Small Businesses

Incorporated Soc'y of Valuers & Auctioneers
Law Society

Property Market Reform Group
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors.

It is published by RICS Business Services

Ltd and can be obtained trorn [a,,r So;ien
fublications. An indiricual ;cp1 ;ls:s f3.95
but there are reductions tl: lunr \-".rr.l ;an
order by credit c&rd trn

0171 t+t ittl
(44 171 from ea1 ir-!i,i--.

Robert Jones MP, the minlster fl: i,a:ming.
construction and energ\ ell-1.'ie;:; i . -'"'- s:

Following last year's review of coinnmersal
property leases, the government unged llne
commercial propedy industry to prrodru'ce a

Code of Practice. I very much wdcomnre tltrle

positive response from the property lmdumff"lr,

tenants' groups and professions. who fTa,,{e

drawn up this Code. I pay tribute to the tmnd
work and constructive negotiations that
resulted in its production.

I am pleased to endorse the Code. lt provides
sound advice to those involved in business
lease negotiations - tenants, landlords, and
professional advisers. I think it will be
particularly helpful to small business tenants
and I urge them to read it carefully.

I hope that the Code will do much to bring
about a better informed and more transparent
market: one where all are fully aware of their
rights and obligations. ln particular, I hope
thai it will encourage flexibility in lease
negotiations and greater transparency. As we
announced last year, we intend to take a
careful look at how well the Code works in
practice.

The Code is rneant to become part and parcel
of normal dealings between landlord and
tenant- The effort and skill which have gone
into its preparation give it entirely the right
start.

Solicitors acting for tenants should challenge
their opposite numbers for any breach of s.4.

SEC supports plain language
in formal documents

The US Securities and Exchange Commission
hopes to issue a plain English manifesto by the
autumn. It will encourage companies to file
documents understandable by most investors,
and as an incentive the SEC will give admin-
isfative priority to plain documents. They
hope to issue a style guide in the near future.

Meanwhile, the Disclosure Simplification
Task Force has recommended that the lang-
uage of company prospectuses be simplified.



Singapore embraces plain
English

by Robert D Eagleson

For a week in January - February the Singa-
pore Academy of Law conducted seminars
and specialist workshops on draftin-g in plain
English in a drive to have it practisHd widely
in the Republic. The response was over-
whelming, with every session packed out and
numbers turned away. By the end of the week,
some 800 of the Republic's 3,500lawyers
had participated in a session arid had been led
to see the advantages of plain legal drafting.

Three Australians conducted the seminars
and workshops for the Academy: Robert
Eagleson (plain English consultant to Malle-
sons Stephen Jaques) and Ted Kerr (partner
and head of that firm's Plain English Unit) -both active members of CLARITY- and Jim
Kennan QC (former Attorney-General of
Victoria). Jim Kennan was the attorney-
general who initiated the reference on plain
English in legislation to the Victorian Law
Reform Commission, which had Robert
Eagleson as its Commissioner-in-charge and
which led to the ground breaking report Plain
English and the Law.

Solid backing from Government

The Attorney-General of Singapore opened
the week-long program with a keynote address
in which he gave strong support for lawyers
drafting in plain English and reaffirmed the
government's commitment to comprehensible
laws and legal documents.

Who, what and when

The Academy's program ensuredthat all
mainbranches of theprofession were touched.
The opening seminar targeted particularly
heads in legal firms, courts and government.
The workshops were aimed at practitioners in
the various areas. Brief details (with the
numbers attending) are:

Opening Seminar

Workshops for
Banking lawyers
lnsurance lawyers

Saturday

Monday 110

Tuesday 'l 15

Parliamentary counsel and government drafters
Wednesday 95

Government departments Thursday 100
Lawyers in private practice Friday 100

Lawyers in private practice Saturday 80
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The final workshop was organised at the last
minute to satisfy at least some who had previ-
ously been turned away.

In view of the demand and the numbers
turned away the Academy is already talking
about a follow-up program.

The response

The response was thoughtful, considered
and substantiaL As we worked through
examples, it became clear from the questions
and comments that participants were seeing
the benefits of plain drafting as much for
themselves as for their clients.

More substantial and enheartening still is the
evidence that a number have begun to adopt
plain English in their daily practice. We have
learnt of several redrafting ventures already.

Cutts visits lndia

Martin Cutts, research director of the Plain
language Commission, has visited India for
the third time in four years at the invitation of
The British Council. The visits are raising
interest in plain language among government
officials, lawyers and business leaders. This
time, events were held in Delhi, Bangalore
and Madras, including sessions for students
and faculty members at the National Law
School of India University. @.

OFT enforces UK
plain language law

by Martin Cutts

The Office of FairTrading has warned nine
mobile phone airtime suppliers that they face
legal action if they do not alter their consumer
contracts in line with the Unfair Terms in
Consumer Contracts Regulations.

The OFT cites unintelligible terms and tiny
print as two reasons for its view that the
contracts are unfair. John Bridgeman, the
director general, said:

Contracts can contain up to 100 clauses and
sub-clauses and lew customerE would
understand [them] without legal advice; to
comply with the regalations, terms have to be
readily understandable. [They] should not be
in print much smaller than is used in any
other documents that are intended to be read
and understood.
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Plain Language
in Australia

Peter Butt's address

to the annual meeting

26th January 1996

Peter Butt is an associate professor of law at the
Universiry of SJtdney, Austalia, and afounding
director of the Cente for Plain Legal Language
established at thnt University. He teaches e course on
plain language legal drafting at the University of
Ednry arul writes extensively on larul law. He is in
Englarul for 1996 as a visiting professor at the
Deprtrtment of Professiorutl Legal Studies, University
of Bistol.

Professor Butt began by noting the appropri-
ateness of the date: January 26 is Australia
Day. He also commented that some might
consider it presumptuous of an Australian to
address the English on the use of their native
tongue. But (he said) Australia had much in
common with England when it came to legal
language. This was not surprising, seeing
that all the earliest Australian lawyers were
English-trained. Unfoftunately, most of them
had emigrated to Australia involuntarily.

Centre for Plain Legal Language

He told of the work of the Centre for Plain
l-e,gal Language. It had been established in
1990 with funding from the Law Foundation
of New South Wales. One of its better-
known activities (in Australia, at least) was a
monthly "words and phrases" column it
published in the New South Wales Law
Sociery Journnl. Each month, the Centre took
a well-known legal term, researched its
meaning through the cases, and suggested a
plain language equivalent that would capture
the legal nuances of the original. The
purpose was two-fold: to offer plain language
phrases that were safe to use; and (more
subtly) to emphasise that lawyers should be
careful not to adopt plain language versions
of traditional words and phrases without
careful thought to the consequences. Some of
the plain language alternatives had provoked
sfrong debate in the columns of the Law
Sociery Journnl, and this had served to bring

the topic of plain Ianguage to the profession's
attention.

The Centre was also undertaking a cost-
beneht analysis (to use a piece ofjargon) of
plain language, in an effort to assess
objectively the savings that plain language can
bring.

It had also produced a report on the design
of legislation. This report. *rinen in conjunc-
tion with the New South Wales Parliamentary
Counsel's Office, had recomrnended substan-
tial alterations to the desigl ard lalout of
legislation, in an effort to improve readability.
The recommendations har,e norl- been
adopted in New South Wales. and sir,r,rilar
design changes are being tested in other
Australian jurisdictions.

Conscious of the need to practise *"hat it
preached, the Centre had reuriuen a nurnber
of commercial documents for substanri-l
organisations. These included a bank mort-
gage and a shopping centre lease: both
documents were in use.

Law Society committees

An important development in Australia had
been the establishment of plain r 2nguage
Committees in the [^aw Societies of several
states. These committees - follow-iag the
lead established by CLARITY members such
as Professor Joe Kimble in the United States

- were a way of working change frorn
within the legal profession. In the case of the
New South Wales commitree. it rras
resourced by the law Socieq.. Although only
a year or so old. it had alread.v undertaken a
survey of lawvers' attitudes to plain language:
93% were in favour: 83% said they used plain
language in documents; and a staggering96%
said they used it in leffers. (Al1 of which
showed, Professor Butt suggested, that the
profession may have been under some misap-
prehension as to just what is plain language.)
The committee was also redrafting commer-
cial documents. Its first chair was Michele
Asprey, also a CLARITY member.

Law firms

A number of leading Australian law firrns
had set up "plain language units", to produce
plain language precedents. Here also
CLARITY members were active: in at least
four firms, the units were headed by
CLARITY members. These firms had
invested large amounts of time and money in
the projects, and were openly promoting



themselves as plain language firms:
"Come to us - you can understand
our documents." Peter proffered the
view that this could well be one of
the more important developments in
the plain language movement,
because if the largest firms all move
to plain language, others will have to
follow to remain competitive.

Legislation

Finally, he mentioned the progress
towards plain language in Australian
legislation. A number of States -notably New South Wales, Victoria
and Queensland - had begun to
produce noticeably plain legislation.
A particular example was Queens-
land's Land Title Act 1994, which he
recommended to sceptics who argue
that complex concepts require
complex language. Another was the
New South Wales Local Government
Act, which used not only plain
language but also boxes and charts to
help get the message across to
readers.

Also, the Federal government had
recently set up task forces to redraft
the Corporations Law and the Tax
Act in plain language. Each task
force had CLARITY members on its
panel. The hrst sections of the
corporations redraft had already
passed into law. To illustrate the
impact of the redraft: the corpora-
tions task force reduced the number
of words in one part of the Corpora-
tions Law from 15,000 to 2,(X)0 -an85% reduction!

Conclusion

Although much had been achieved,
much remained still to be done. For
example, law students needed
training in the principles of clear
writing - a skill that few law
schools thought important to culti-
vate. And judges needed to be made
aware of the aims of the plain
language movement - not just to
make their judgments more readable
(though that was to be encouraged),
but to ensure that when construing
documents drafted in plain language
they were sympathetic to the drafters'
alms.
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CLARITY
document services

CLARITY offers two related but distinct services:
the first is document drafting; the second is vetting
documents for the award of the CLARITY logo.
Both are co-ordinated by committee member-
Richard Castle.

1. Drafting

A CLARITY member will draft or redraft your
documents applying the principles we advocate.
Members working on this basis do so on their own
account. CLARITY is not a party to the contract.

Fee: The fee is negotiated between you and the
drafter.

2. Vetting

A CLARITY vetter will consider a document and
. approve it as drafted;
. approve it subject to minor improvements; or
. reject it with a note of the reasons.

If the document is approved, or approved subject
Q_iryrpgyqments which are made, you may us-e the
CLARITY logo on the document provided the
document remains exactly in the approved form.

Fee: The standard fee is fI00, but may be higher
if the document is long or complex. Otir vettei will
quote before starting.

Common principles

In both cases:

. all types of document are included - for
example letters, affidavits, pleadings and
manuals.

. confidentiality will be respected.

. the applicant is responsible for ensuring that the
document does the job intended.

. CLARITY is not insured and will not accept
liability.

We will try to see that the drafter is not also the
vetter but we cannot guarantee this.

Applications should bemade in the first instance to:

Richard Castle
Wolfson College

Cambridge CB3 9BB
Tel:01223331879 Fax:331878
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attention. I am attempting, in the new rules, to
make the basic legal test of good service some-
what clearer. In addition, however, I am also
pr-oposing the inclusion in the rules of a glossary
of terms. This gives a brief, general explanation
of certain terms used by the rules. For example,
the rules refer to legal concepts such as special
damng e s, contribution. and indemnity. These
expressions take their meaning, not from the
rules themselves, but from the general law.
Often they have a broad meaning but one
which is well understood by the legal profes-
sion. Their meaning may have been refined
by case-law. They do not have an exact defi-
nition and, for the purpose of the rules, they
do not need one. It is, nevertheless, helpful to
the non-specialist reader to give a broad indi-
cation of their meaning. Unlike the definition
of terms within the main rules, the explanation
of terms in the glossary would not directly
affect the way in which the relevant rules
operate. It is simply an aid to understanding.

I ncorporating case-law

17. The right balance between general state-
ments and detail has to be considered afresh
in each case. In some cases, where the present
rules are very brief, I have chosen to be more
detailed. An important example is the power
to set aside judgment for failure to defend....
The existing rule in the Rules of the Supreme
Court is extremely short and deceptively
simple; it provides that the court may, on
such terms as it thinks just, set aside or vary a
default judgment. In fact the courts have had
to evolve different tests for setting aside judg-
ment depending on specific factors, such as
whether the judgment was correctly or
incorrectly obtained in the first place. Since
this is a common situation and the various
considerations are well-established, I have
thought it helpful to set out these matters in
the rules themselves.

From the existing county court rules

ORDER 14

Drscovgny eNo INTSRRocAToRTES

D i s c ov e ry of docutn ent s

1. -(1) Subject to the provisions of this rule and of rule 8, the court may, on the application on notice of any
party to an action or matter, make an order (in these rules referred to as an "order for discovery") directing any
other party to make a list of the documents which are or have been in his possession, custody or power relating
to any matter in question in the proceedings and may at the same time or subsequently also order him to make
an affidavit verifying such a list.

(2) Where the applicant for an order for discovery did not make a written request for the discovery he desires,
the court may refuse to make the order unless satisfied that there were sufficient reasons for not making such a
request.

(3) An order under this rule may be limited to such documents or classes of document only, or to such only of
the matters in question in the proceedings, as may be specified in the order.

(4) An order under this rule shall be drawn up by the proper officer and shall be served on the party against
whom it is made.

(5) A copy of the list of documents made in compliance with an order or request, and any affidavit verifying
such list, shall be served on the applicant I I 990] .

NOTES TO ORDER 14, RULE I
Generally.-Discovery in all actions except those excluded by Ord. 17, r. 1l(1) is now regulated by automatic directions

nnderOrd. 17,r.1l
Application to the court.-As to the procedure on interlocutory applications generally, see Ord. 13, r. l, ante.
For the disclosure of documents before commencement of proceedings or against a person not a party to proceedings, see

Ord. 13, r.7 (1) (g), ante"

Discovery of documents.-The general nrle is that a party is entitled to discovery and production of all documents tlnt
relate to the matlers in issue and, subject to r. 8, this right does not depend on the admissability of the documents h
evidence: 0'Rourke v Darbyshire [1920] AC 581, Rush & Tomkins Ltd v. Greater htndon Council I198gl AC 1280, tl988l
3 All ER 737 HL. The test of relevance is not the probative value of the documents ....
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. reorder into a'ghost code' which is not
implemented but provides a guide for the
rewriting.

15. Our conclusion is that the first two
options have too many disadvantages when
applied to a project of this scale. So the real
choice, as we see it, lies between the two
compromise options, and our current inclina-
tion is to go for the 'ghost code' approach as
giving the best balance between discipline
and flexibility.

Would users agree that the 'ghost code' i.s the
best solution?

Chapter 7: Big Bang v Staged
lmplementation

16. There are two basic options for imple-
menting the legislation:
. bring all the rewritten legislation into

effect on a single date ('Big Bang'); or
. bring the legislation into effect in stages.

17. The rewrite itself would probably, on
balance, be easier to do with the flexibility
given by'Big Bang'. But staged implementa-
tion would pose no insuperable difficulties,
although making the new and old legislation
work together would be complicated. The most
important question is how the advantages and
disadvantages of the two approaches balance
up for the users.

WouM staged or'Big Bang' implementation
be the bener option for users?

Chapter 8: Where Should the
Rewriting Start?

18. The sequence in which we do the rewrit-
ing affects how easy the rewrite will be to
carry through and determines the earliest date
at which each part of the rewritten law can be
implemented. We do not think it makes sense
to fiy to plan now a whole five-year sequence
for the rewrite. But we need to decide which
part or parts of the legislation to rewrite as the
first tranche so that the work can get underway.

19. We have concluded that the charging
provisions for trading income of individunls
should be the central element in the first
ffanche of the rewrite. But, to provide a fuller
test of the various possible drafting techniques,
the first tranche should include one or two
reasonably-sized pieces of more technical
legislation. We do not have a firm recommend-
ation at this stage, but possible choices include:
Corporation Tax losses for a single company;

the definition of company disffibutions; and
the Schedule E foreign earnings deduction.

We would appreciate views on the proposal
that trading incom.e should be the main
element in the first tranche and suggestions of
mrtre techn.ical legislntion to include in it.

We would also welcome views on what we
should tnove on to after the first tranche has
been completed.

Chapter 9: Rewrite Arrangements

20. Ministers have concluded that a dedicated
project team within the Revenue should carry
out the rewrite. But since its whole focus is to
make tax legislation easier to use, an excep-
tionally high degree of user involvement is
essential, making the rewrite, in effect, a joint
venture. It is therefore particularly important
to plan arrangements from the outset to
ensure that every stage ofthe project takes
full account of the user's perspective..

21. We intend to include a number of
members drawn from the private sector in the
project team. In addition to this, we are firmly
committed to carrying out the rewrite in very
close consultation with those who represent
the users. The arrangements might follow
those adopted for Self Assessment and
involve a standing committee, chaired by the
Revenue, of users' representatives. There will
also be a small joint private sector/Revenue
steering committee, reporting !o the Financial
Secretary but feeding its advice on dayto-day
matters direct to the Project Director, to
provide strategic guidance on the project.

22.We expect the full rewrite project to take
about five years. But there will be a stocktake
once the fint tranche or tranches or rewritten
law are complete. This may of course result
in the curtailment of the project, but Ministers
do not expect that to happen.

23. We think the stocktake should take place
in the latter part of 1997.It should gather as
much cost/benefit information as possible as
well as looking at whether we have the right
processes in place and, if not, how we can
improve them. We believe that everyone
involved should seek to evaluate each of the
processes as the first tranche of the rewrite
progresses. It may be useful to supplement
this on-going evaluation with some wider
user-testing of the finished project.

Do these arrangencnts best meet users'needs
fromthe stocktake? If rct,what additions or
alternatives wouW they suggest?
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Book reviews

The Oxford English
Grammar

by Sidney Greenbaum

Oxford University Press 1996

Although as adults and lawyers we have an
internal knowledge of the grammar of our
language and are reasonably competent users
of it, there are times when we feel uncertain
about the acceptability of a sentenc6. we have
written or would like to know more about an
item of grammar. This is particularly so in
those areas where the language is uridergoing
change or we are conscious that it may [ave-
moved on since we were at school.

Sidney Greenbaum's Oxford English
Grammnr is an admirable text to satisfy these
needs and to provide along the way a sbund,
open understanding of language. With its brief
commentaries on the history of punctuation, the
gro-wth of vocabulary, the use of English and the
differences between speech and wiiting, it is
more than a technical reference book. 

-

The book is a comprehensive grammar in
the sense that it is not limited to svntax and
grammatical morphology but also
encompasses words and their meanings, the
formation of words, puncfuation, spefiing,
sounds, and textual matters such as coheiion
and coherence, paragraphs and conventional
textual patterns. So it is a mine of
widesweeping information.

Furthermore, the evidence for its information
and description of the language is contemp-
orary English usage. Its statements and
conclusions are based on the material collected
LV Ltt. Survey of English Usage, University
College hndon, the British component of
International Corpus of English (bver 1

million words) and - to include American
evidence - the Wall Sfeet Joumal (about 3
m-illion words). In short, itreflects thepractice
of real English rather than the notions, whims
or prejudices of the grammarian. While, to

this extent, it describes modern usage rather
than prescribes it, nevertheless it provides
valuable insights into stylistic variation - for
example into whether can occurs in a permis-
sive sense in place of may, whether meata
and, data are treated as piurals, the use of the
subjunctive, and variatibns in punctuation. It
also goes beyond the formal description of
language items to discuss the functions and
uses to which those items are put.

. The modernity of the Grammar is important;
it was released only in April. Too ofteri the
only dictionaries and grammars on our
shelves are the ones we boueht durins our
school and university days. They can"be 10,
20, or e.v9n 4_0 yean old. They are no longer
safe guides._Odr language is continually "
growing and changing. We need up-to-date,
accurate tools.
The text has many features to warm the

hearts of those intdrested in plain language.
Each chapter beginswith a lielpful summary
and an extensive table of contents. The
material in each chapter is divided into
manageable-units and each unit is clearly
labelled with a meaningful heading. The
headings themselves are placed in-iheir own
column on the left of the page so that they can
be loc.ated easily. There ii alelpful glossary
of technical terms at the back oithe-Uoot airO
an excellent index, so that readers who need
to dip into the text have useful supports.

Sidney Greenbaum was Quain professor of
English Language at University Colleee
London and Director of the Suh,ey of-English
Language. Previously he had beeri a teaclier
in schools, and he held posts as professor in
the United States as weil as Lon'don. He was
co-author of the Comprehensive Grammnr of
thg.Eltglish Languagi (1985: tg00 pages),
which is recognisedas the standardreTerence
grammar of English. He wrote many books
and papers about language and usade,
including the 3rd ediiion of Goweri' 

'

Complete Plain Words. He was an
impeccable scholar and humane beine - and
both those atfibutes shine through in"the
Oxford Grammnr for he has mad'e the
material readily accessible for the
non-specialist. Sadly, he died suddenly just
after its publication. It becomes a sup6r6 final
product and epitaph for an outstandftg career.

One final comment of interest to Ctnriffi
readers: plain English activities rate a
favourable mention during the discussion on
good English in chapter l' 

Robed Easreson
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is clearly of direct relevance to
CLARITY members;and

Basics of clear layout (guideline: ru'e
clear layout to present your plain words
in an easily accessible woy), which
explained to me much I had not previ-
ously appreciated about tyPe size,
coluhn width, leading, emphasis, justifi-
cation, etc.

Its practical, low level approach makes this
book extremely useful for someone who
wants to take practical steps towards writing
plain English. It is not a polemic, but a hand-
book, and at such an affordable price I
certainly recommend it.

Justin Nelson

Utter Drivel
and

founder and Director who has dedicated her
life to fighting gobbledygook". A book advo-
cating proper punctuation ought to have done
better with that sentence. And this is the first
work I have ever seen which appears to be
dedicated to its author: the exact authorship is
unclear, but Mrs Maher signs the introduction
and no other human author is identified in the
book.

In the introduction, we learn that "plain
English is . . . a positive advantage for every-
one." For a book that damns "residue
unexpired" and other tautologies, "positive
advantage" is grim indeed.

The introduction continues: "We can define
plain English as'writing which communicates
to the reader as clearly as possible'." You can,
but would you want to, since this omits any
reference to layout (like the rest of the book)
and assumes that communication is a one-
way process in which the reader is a passive
recipient? The introduction claims that
"Chapter 3 looks at the practicalities of
writing law in plain English." But in fact the
book has nothing to say about statutes.

We learn that "legal language has been
shaped by the constant threat of attack in
court", but that "this isn't the place to discuss
the arguments about legal interpretation". Yet
if this isn't the place, where is? And if it's
discussed elsewhere, may we please have a
reference to the source? (Garner's A Diction-
ary of Modern Legal Usage might help but
isn't mentioned. Nor, in a book intended
mainly for British lawyers, is CLARITY.)
Iater we are told that "clear legal writing
depends on ... a clear interpretation of the law".

In trying to be trenchant the book becomes
pompous and vague:

. "But if people cannot understand the legal
documents which they must live by, you
have to ask quite what we mean by a
democratic society."

. "... because legal language baffles the lay
person, it conffibutes to the differences
which it marks."

. "'We believe that legal documents should
and can be written in plainer language. But
is this true?"

. "... legal language has been shaped by its
environment and uses. Much of what we
have now is unnecessary and unclear. But
apart is not."

Language on Trial

both by Plain English CamPaign

Robson Books, London 1995

ISBN 0-86051 -949-X, 1 16 pages, 1995 , t6.99
ISBN 1-86105-006-2, 90 pages, 1996, t5.99

Plain English Campaign says in Utter Drivel
that it "leads the way in effective cornmunica-
tion". On this evidence,I doubt it, as both
books are a disappointment. Utter Drivel
consists mainly bf examples of bureaucratic
writing, spliced with a sardonic commentary.
A few pieces are rewritten "by the application
of the principles of plain English", but since
these principles are neither stated nor justified,
the results are pretty meaningless. The book is
in factatriumph of recycling, much of itbeing
derived from previous PEC publications.

Inngunge on Trinl is subtitled The Plain
English Guide to Legal Writing, so it must be
meant to stand comparison with notable
guides in this field, such as Asprey's Plain
Inngunge for l-awyers, Adler's Clarily for
Lawyers and WydicHs Plain Englkhfor
Lawyers. The comparison is wholly unfavour-
able-to PEC. Though there is some passable
polemic, the guidance sections are thin and
the writing so unclear in places that the book
is a weak advocate of its own cause.

Alarm bells begin to ring with the dedica-
tion, which is "... to Chrissie Maher our



The case for plain legal English is so strong
that even a book as poor as this will not
diminish it. But theimugness and flawed
logic could easily deter potential converts,
while giving ammunition to those who prefer
traditional forms of drafting. Martin cutrs

We hope to review in the next issue:

Michdle Asprey: Plain Language for Lawyers

Federation Press, Sydney, 2nd edn, 1996 and

Carol Ann Wilson:P/aln Language P leadings
Prentice Hall, New Jersey, 1996.
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UK social security reforms

The Department of Social Security and
its Northern Ireland equivalent intend to
simpliff decision making and appeals.
Both content and the style are to be
simplified. The full consultation
document is available from HMSO, but
free copies of the summary can be
obtained by telephoning 0345 660828.
Comments are invited, to arrive by 18th
October.

Conferences

Statute law Society
The Progressing Statute

19th October 1996: e.3o - 4.oo

at The lnstitute of Advanced Legal Studies
17 Russell Square, London WCl B sDR

The rise of the parliamentary counsel: Sn

George Engle QC (former first parliamentary
counsel)
Progress in improving the qualiry of
legislntion: Christopher Jenkins QC (first
parliamentary counsel, and a CLARITY
member)

The Inland Revenue tax l.aw simplificotion
project: G.B. Sellers (parliamentary counsel)
Starutory interpretation, especialty in New
Zealand: Rt Hon Lord Cooke (former Chief
Justice of New Zealand)
Panel discussion

SLS members: f40;others: f45
Contact Juliet Fussell at the IALS (above)

Tel: 0171 (M l7l from overseas) 637 1731
Fax: 580 9613

Plain language conference
next year in Canada?

Kate Harrison and Cheryl Stephens are
mooting the idea of a plain language

conference in Calgary in 1997. They are
active in Canadian plain language circles, as
consultants (Plain l^anguage Partners) and as
publishers of the quarterly magazine Rapport.
They propose this conference under the
auspices of their International Plain l,anguage
Consultants Network. Their inierest is in
plain language generally, not specifically
legal language.

For information or to volunteer, contact:

Kate Harrison

Box 3208, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3C 4E7
Phone: I 2O4 4527952 Fax: I 2O4 475 5273

plkate@webt.net

Plain English Campaign's
conference cancelled

PEC's London conference, scheduled for
September, has been put off. They hope to
hold it next summer.

To reach a conclusion on this matter involved the
court in wading through a monstrous legislative
morass, staggering from stone to stone and
ignoring the marsh gas exhaling from the lorest
o{ schedules lining the way on each side. I

regarded it at one time, I must contess, as a
Slough of Despond through which the court
would never drag its feet, but I have by leaping
from tussock to tussock as best I might, eventu-
ally, pale and exhausted, reached the other side.

Harman lJ : /n D avy v. Leeds Corp(1964 3AER 394)

This and the similar iudicial quotations on
pages 22 and 28 are taken, with thanks, from
Tedd Kerr's Singapore Eeminar (see page 3)
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Better drafting
This extract from a will was taken from a 1992 precedent book.

Let us look at it in detail and consider how it might be improved.

(l),lbequeath. tothevicarandchurchwardenrof theparishchurchof .....0's andtheir
successors the sum ofu f..... upon 7 trust8 to invest the same n and during the period of
twenty-one years from '0 my death (which period " shall '2 be the perpetuity period 13 applica-
ble to this gift) to apply the income thereof 'o for the purpose of maintaining rs [description of
grave] in good order'u and repair t r ar1d t s in keeping the lettering 'n on any gravestone 20 or to
be erected 2' thereon ,, legible and causin gx the same e to be recut from time to time 24 when
necessary for that purpose 2s and26 to apply the balance of the said rt income as 28 shall not
be 2e required,o for such' purpose32 in keeping the said graveyard in good order and repair.
(2)r: After the expiration of,r the said period of twenty-one years3l the said vicar and church-
warden and,t their successors shall,u hold the said sum and investments representing the
same37 upon trust3s to apply the income thereof in keeping the said graveyard in good order
and repair AND9 I request but without imposing any legal obligation on them that they willoo
maintain the [description of grave] in the manner hereinbefore describedo'.

These two sentences contain l2l and70 words
respectively. A broad "plain language"
consensus recommends a maximum of about
40 words, and an average between 15 and25.

I Wrapping the text under the paragraph
number makes both number and para-
graph break inconspicuous.

2 I give would do.We are taught that real
property is devised and personal property
is bequeathed, but (a) there is no point in
distinguishing them; (b) it is in any case
clear that this is a gift of money, not land;
(c) the distinction can create unnecessary
problems [David Mellinkoff, The Innguage of
the Law, Little Brown & Co, 1963, pp 353-35811

and (d) "Not until the nineteenth century
did it become a lawyerly custom to devise
realry andbequeath personnl4r, a subtlety
contrary to the linguistic and legal history
of the words and never uniform in prac-
tice" JMeuinkoff, p.3541.

3 There could be more than one church-
warden.

4 Of the parish church of Westcott = Of
Westcott Parish Church. Of is acommon
marker for verbosity [Bryan Garner,The
Elements of Legal Style, OUP, 19621.

5 Since the gift is to the church rather than

to the vicar and wardens, it would be
better to say so than to imply the opposite.
(We may think that we as lawyers'know
the code, but why use code?)

6 The sum of adds nothing to J.....

7 Upon:on.
8 Logical paragraphing would have shown

that on trust to governs the rest of para-
graph (1) and all of (2). This would have
made (1) clearer and would have saved
repeating the words in (2).

9 trust = it.

l0 During the period of twenty-one years
from = For 21 years after.

lI Which period is clumsy repetition.

12 ls shall the imperative or the future? But
you cannot command a period to be a
particular length, and the future is inap-
propriate: when is it to be the period?
Surely at all times, including now. The
present is the correct tense.

13 The rule against perpetuities would make
this gift void if the obligation to maintain
the grave lasted longer than "a life in
being (at the testator's death) plus 21
years". The testator could therefore
extend the period by nominating someone
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whose life - while he or she survived the
testator - would defer the start of the last 21
years of the trust. [So an obligation to lasr "for X's
life and for 21 years after his death" would last for 37
years if X survives the testator by l6 years.l
(However, the similar rule against accumula-
tions would limit the accumulation of unused
trust income with the capital to the basic 21
years.) But there is no need to mention these
rules, so the text in parentheses is unneces-
sary. [See, for example, Parker and Mellows, The

Modern kw of Trusts, Sweet& Maxwell,3rdedn
(1975),pp. $ff.l
14 Thereofis pompous and unnecessary.

15 For the purpose of mai.n,taining:to tnain-
tain.

16 What does good order and addto repairT
Not necessarily cleanliness Jldter, Tried
and tested: the nryth behind the clich6, Clarity 34
(Jan 1996), p.451.

17 For the purpose of maintaining in repair
= To repair.

18 These separate purposes would be more
clearly presented as a list.

19 Thefor the purpose ofintroduction has
forced the drafter to use too many clumsy
...ing endings. Lettering sounds as though
it is part of the list, though of course it is
not. Letters would do.

20 The drafter (or the fypesetter) omitted a
word here, and it passed unnoticed amidst
the mass of verbiage.

21 Erected or to be erected would only be
written by a lawyer, and could be omitted
without loss of sense.

22 Thereo,n has no technical meaning but is
used only by lawyers. There must be an
alternative preferable to everyone else.

23 If the obligation was to recut rather than
couse to be recut no-one would suggest
that the vicar was in breach of trust if he
arranged for the work to be done by a

specialist.

24 From time to time adds nothing to when.
necessary.

25 For that purpose adds nothing.

26 X and Y and Z suggests that X, Y, andZ
are all items in the same list. But here we
have to invest ... and apply ...for mainta-
ing ... in good order and repair... and in
$eeping ... and causing ... and to apply...in
keeping.... This is messy drafting. 

-

27 The said = the.

28 The balance... as is wrong. It should be
any baLance which.

29 This is another misuse of shall.

30 Needed is less portentous than required.

3l Such is used in this way only (and unnec-
essarily) by lawyers.

32 \h9 repetition of purpose is clumsy. Zhe
balance of the said income as sha[l not be
requirgdfor such putpose = any surplus
or perhaps, for caution, any surplus
mcome.

33 A space between paragraphs would rest
the eye and help the reader navigate the
document.

33a Expiration = end; after the end = after.
34 What other said period?

35 Or? Better, the trustees.

36 The.imperative force is weakened by the
earlier non-imperative uses of shall.

37 The said sum and investmcnts represent-
ing the satw = the trustfund.

38 We have established that it is a trust.

39 Capitals gle a poor substitute for proper
paragraphing,

40 I request ... that they will=I ask...themto.

4l In the mnnner hereinbefore described=
as described.

Suggested revision
I give t.... to the parish church of ..... on trust to use the income:
(A) For the first 21 years after my death:

(1) To keep [description of gravel in good condition, recufting the inscription when necessary; and
(2) To the extent that there is surplus income, to keep the rest of the graveyard in good condition.

(B) After those 21 yeers to keep the whole graveyard in good condition. (And without imposing any
legal obligation I ask them to continue to maintain the [description of gravel.
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Letters

From Timothy Norman
Debenham & Co, London SW3

I have recently received the following
proposed clause for insertion into a draft
contract for the sale of land:

During the subsistence of this Agreernent the
Vendor shall not exercise (and the Vendor
warrants that it has not on or prior to the date
hereof exercised) any election in terms of
paragraphs 2 and 3 of Schedule 6A to the
Value Added Tax Act 1983 (sic) which has or
may have or had the effect of waiving any
exemption from Value Added Tax in relation
to the Property or any part thereof (having
regard to paragraphs 3(3) and (4) ol the said
Schedule 5A) or which may otherwise have
had the effect or (sic) rendering Value Added
Tax payable on any amount due from the
Purchaser to the Vendor under this
Agreement and for the avoidance ol doubt it
is hereby agreed and declared that the
Vendor shall not be entitled to treat the
rnaking of an election as being a change in
the tax charged on a supply as provided in
Section 42(21 ot the Value Added Tax Act
1983.

At the risk of blowing my own firm's
trumpet, our standard preferred wording to
cover such circumstances is:

The Vendor has not made and will not make
an election to waive exemption to VAT in
respect ol the Propefi.

From Carol Ann Wilson
Houston, Texas

I recently cleaned up a form "Confidentiality
Notice" my firm had been using (probably
since vintage fax days). The original read:

You are hereby NOTIFIED that the information
contained in this facsimile is legally
privileged and confidential, which ie intended
only for the use of individual or entity
hereinabove named. lf the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, you
are hereby notified that any use,
di ssem ination, di stri bution, or reproduc'tion of
the telecopy is strictly prohibited. lf you have

received this telecopy in error, pleas_e
immediately notify the sender by telephonic
means and further, return the original
message to us at the address above stated
via the United States Postal Service.

I changed it to:

The information in this fax is legally privileged
and confidential, intended only lor the use of
individual or entity named above. lf the reader
of this message is not the intended recipient,
you are notified that any use of this fax is
prohibited. lf you have received this tax in
error, please immediately notify us by phone
and return the original message by mail.

But my personal preference is:

This information is protected by privilege. lf it
is not for you, dont read it, don't make a
copy, and please send it back.

Now, the changes going from eight lines to
six lines did not strip the original of all its
verbosity, but they did make it more concise
and therefore, more acceptable in terms of
plain language principles. It had been called a
"Facsimile Cover Sheet" and was changed to
a "Fax Cover Sheet." Then the confidentiality
notice referred to it as both a "facsimile" and
a "telecopy," so I uniformly called it a "fax."
Nothing needs to be in all caps, ever, and the
"which" clause was, of course, used wrongly.
But when it comes to correcting many
generations of habitual legalese, change
comes slowly. So we take what we can get.

Why were the changes made? First of all,
nobody calls a fax a "telecopy" or a
"facsimile." We callit a "fax.u Neither do we
speak of the "United States Postal Service."
We speak of the "mail" or the "post office."
And I personally cringe whenever I see the
term "via" as applied to a method of service. I
think the post office must have started it with
the term "via air mail" long ago--or was it the
stationers? The term "via" was originally
defined as "by a route passing through," or
"by way of," and applied to things
geographical. Through this continued custom
and practice, however, Webster's has now
added a second definition, "by means of' or
"by the medium of." So I suppose it is now
accepted, although it strikes me as affected
and I will change it at every opportunity. If
we send something, we send it by fax, not via
fax or via messenger, or via Federal Express.
We even use "fax" as an action verb, do we
not?

One of my guiding plain language principles
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is "write the way you speak," which works
well, if you speak well. I usually reserve one
round of the editing process to iead a piece
aloud to find those little lurking pestslhat
defy plain language.

From Anne Stanesby
Official Solicitor's Dept, London

I am often asked to represent in civil pro-
ceedings defendants with a mental disabilily.

Recently, I have been involved in several
Family Division cases where plaintiffs are
seeking declarations about such things as
where my client should live, who sh6uld care
for them, and who should be allowed to visit
them.

I always begin by finding out if my client
has an advocate. Often they do not but in one
of these cases I was pleased to find that an
advocate had been appointed. The lady in
question was most helpful and assisteil us all
to reach an amicable agreement about the
issues before the court. She also attended the
final hearing when the proposed agreement
was presented to a High Court judge for his
consideration. The codefendant fither was
uffepresented; he had been refused legal aid
because of his means but could not afford a
solicitor.

Counsel for the legally aided plaintiff
mother drafted a consent order which was
shown to my client's advocate and to the
father. Our advocate looked at the order and
commented:

I can see you lawyers havent heard of the
Plain English campaign.

I told her about CLARITY and explained
the draft order to her and the father. Later I
prepared a translation for the father. I found
this quite difficult. I can't reproduce the confi-
dential provisions but here are the last three
(standard) paragraphs with suggested transla-
tions:

Liberry to apply to all parties on not less
thnn 48 hours notice.

X [lhe plaintiff] the Official Solicitor's office, or
Y lthe father] may come back to the court for
another order if they give at least 48 hours,
notice of the hearing to the others.

There be no orderfor costs inter partes.

None of the parties need pay any of the
others'legal costs.

The costs of the Plaintiff and the First
Defendnnt to be taxed on a stanilard basis
in accordance with the Civil Legat Aid
(General) Regulations I 987 (Rigutation
r07).

Translation abandoned; explanation takes
over:

The court will check X's and Z's solicitors,
and barristers' bills for the Legal Aid Board.
This is called a "legal aid taxation." The
solicitors then send the amended bills to the
Legal Aid Board for payment.

Perhaps the increased presence of unrepre-
sented parties will force us to do what we
ought_to be doing anyway: expressing
ourselves at all times in flain Engtish-.

From John pare
Marshall Pugh & Co, Oswestry

In the small town where I practise there is a
partne_r (of no longer qualification than I) in
one of the other firms who seems to approach
dqfting from a diametrically opposed s-tand-
point.

Over the years I have sought to adapt my
drafting style to the times. Initially tliis was to
ensure that we used our new-fangied word-
proggslol to the best advantage, keeping all
variable information in the same areia of the
document. This made me question the tradi-
tional approach to document construction,
sentence strucfure, punctuation, and terminol-
ogy.

My colleague and I are now light-years
distant from each other. A recei't cdnveyanc-
ing transaction has thrown our styles inio
sharp contrast.

My initial draft began:

"The Date":

I_am not sure why I used quotation marks - I
think to show it was to be a defined term,
though it preceded the definitions clause.
$losite t_his against the right margin he
inserted 1996.

The definitions clause began:

ln this Conveyance made on The Date written
above the words set out in the left-hand
column below have the meanings
respectively set against them in the
right-hand column.

To this he added, unnecessarily,below.
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Probate of the Will of the Deceased

became Probates of the lnst Wills arul Testa-
ments of the Deceased.

I would have thought that my trust for sale
clause was not really his concern, but

... upon an immediate and binding trust for
sale for themselves as tenants in common in
equal shares

got a b e nefi c ial bef ore"tenants ".

ln witness whereof [dash it, I thought I had
changed all these lo all of thisl . have executed
this Deed on the Date

was transformed into In witness whereof the
parties hereto - where else, for goodness
sake? - have executed this Conveyance on
the Date first above written

There were many other amendments in the
same vein. I took on board those which went to
the heart ofthe conveyancing but engrossed
without those to which I have drawn attention
and sent it to my colleague. A few days later
back came the copy with all his amendments
reinstated, and the plaintively worded letter:

With further reference to this matter.

For all practical purposes this is a gift to your
clients - our clients carrying out a moral
obligation ol the deceased. Surely therefore we
on behalf of our Clients are allowed to choose
the wording of the proposed Conveyance
between our respective Clients provided that
same is not prejudicial to your Clients.

I gave in.

The price paid for the Act's economy ol language
lies in the complexity of the Student Assistance
Regulations which govern the grant ol benefits.
Amended on more than forty occasions in their
six years ol existence, these regulations now
represent an administrative scheme of great intri-
cacy and much ambiguity. No applicant is likely
to gain from them any clear impression of his enti-
tlement to a benefit and this case suggests that
even those who have to administer the scheme
have great difficulty in understanding it.

Stephen J'. ln re Student Assitance Review Tribu-
nal; ex parte Emery (55 ALJR S87)

The policy is made up of a jumble of ill-assorted
documents expressed in that distinctive style
which insurance companies have made their own.

CJ, High Courl. Guardian Assurance v. Under-
wood Constructions (1974 48 ALJR 307 at 308)

Editor's note

With all due respect to John Pare, much of his
offending drafi could have been (dare I say?)
pared down much further. lwould have omitted as
redundant the whole sentence about the words in
the left (hand?) column having the meanings in the
right column, and the in witnessclause. And do we
need more than ... to X and Y as beneftcial tenants
in common in equalshares [whose meaning will
have been explained to the clients when they were
asked for instructions on the pointJ? (lncidentally,
shouldn't the conveyance have been an assent?)

May I also recommend to readers a more robust
view with such irritating amendments? lt was,
after all, Mr Pare's document, and neither the
executors nor their solicitors were making the gift.
I was taught in articles - as I never tire of telling
amenders - that it was considered discourteous
to make merely stylistic amendments, and that
when our roles are reversed I accept their strange
phraseology. lt is also worth quoting some
authority: the dicta in Trafalgar House (p.21 of this
issue) should do nicely.

One final point. Like John Pare (and many others),
I list all the variable details together at the begin-
ning of a document. But this is dangerous if we
allow itto persuade usthatthe restof thedocument
is invariable, inclining us not to re-read it each
time in the light of our particular instructions. We
should always read it. I have just been forced to
waste many expensive hours (delaying an urgent
completion) drastically amending on behalf of a
tenant a lease containing many usualclauses
inappropriate to his transaction. The proposed
tenant was a dentist leasing for a short term one
room in a surgery whose reception area was
shared with the dentist landlord. Among many
inappropriate standard clauses were:

. The inclusion of the non-existent internal
walls in the demise.

. The definition of the lower boundary of
the premises by reference to floorboards
(when the floor was concrete).

. The inclusion of the structural repairing
costs in the service charge. (These had
been excluded during the clients'
negotiations. This amendment required
extensive recasting, to separate out from
the landlord's other covenants those
towards whose cost the tenant was not to
contribute.)

And I am not sure whether I was being serious
or flippant in inserting after "not suffer any person
to sleep on the premises" the rider "except under
anaesthetic".
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Drafting snippets

I recently received this letter in reply to a
telephone call pressing for a reply tb hy letter
written two weeks earlier:

Thank you for your letter of the 26th March
upon which we are taking instructions, we will
respond as quickly as feasible.

What did this mean? Were thev onlv iust
taking instructions? Whether they haibr not,
why was it taking so long, and how much
Ionger was it likely to take? (Several weeks,
in the event.)

What should have been a simple two-line
letter reveals slackness of thought as well as
of practice.

The omission of the comma after the date
may not change the meaning in this case, but
was that luck or judgment? Presumably luck,
because the sentence sounds odd withriut the
pause, and the mistake should not have

survived re-reading.

More serious is the use of a comma instead
of a full stop. This is more than just an error
of punctuation. It suggests that tie writer does
not understand the structure of the message.

Those using English and Welsh courts will
have noticed widespread adoption of plain
language by the administrators. Here is a
random sample to give the flavour, from the
recently published Chnrterfor court users.

THE COUI{TY COURTS

Issuing a summons
Most county court cases begin with the issue of
a summons by the plaintiff (the person making
the claim), directed to the defendant (the
person against whom the claim is made). Court
staff can provide you with forms to issue a
summons and will help you to complete them.
They cannot giae you lega[ adztice or teil you what
to say. You can get advice from a solicitor, a
Citizens Advice Bureau or other advice agency.
You will have to pay a fee to issue a r.rm^orr".
The fee depends on the amount of the claim,
but those receiving income support or family
credit do not have to pay.... If you ask us to

Signs
Theamhiguity of the sign below left (seen in the advocates'room at Kingston-upon-Thames

County Court) arises from the appearance of the heading 
"r 

p"rt"of itli!^t.
Centre and right are two possible revisions (though a graphic might be better still).

Warning

This is an

overflow
Not to be used as an ashtray

And I spent some time wondering about the nature of a vehicle stuck in traffic and marked

lncident Support Unit

until I saw a less obtrusive sign "Ambulance"

THIS IS AN OVERFLOW

WARNING

NOT TO BE USED

AS AN ASHTRAY

Overflow
Not to be used

as an ashtray
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lssue a summons:
. we will issue and send it to the defendant

usually within 5 but not later than 10

working days

' if you are the plaintiff, we will send you a
notice within the same period of time
giving the number of your case and, where
appropriate, the date on which you must
come to court

This could be further improved*, but The
Court Service has produced an impressive
array of booklets, leaflets, and (in the waiting
areas) notices (though advocates are not
accommodated: see foot of previous page).

We look forward to hearing that the judges
are being trained in the use of plain language.

* For example:

Most county court cases begin when one
person (the plaintiff) issues a summons
against another (the defendant).

And is the defendant not told the hearing
date?

Brian Rangeley, a London solicitor, reported
in the Law Society's Gazette (and kindly
allowed us to repeat) this extract from the use
clause of a lease:

Not to keep or permit or suffer to be kept on
the demised premises any materials of a
dangerous combustible or explosive nature -..

but to use the same onlY as an indoor
shooting centre and instruction in the
handling and firing of firearms and the
servicing and repair of firearms.

agreement. The agreement is touted as plain
language (CS's editorial comment).

A sample bit of the agreement reads:

---My lriends Jean and Pat, and my daughter
Elly, are my representatives.

My son Ron will be mY alternate
representative.

I appoint Jean and Pat to make decisions
about health and personal care and financial
matters related to daily living. I appoint Elly
to handle any larger financial matters and rny
legal affairs. Jean and Pat will make
decisions together. lf they disagree, the will
contact Elly and I want all three of them to
come to an agreernent-..,

The Wills and Estate Sections says:

Obviously, lavrryers are urged to review any
draft representation agreements with caution
as the Act is not yet in effect and the
regulations are not yet available. lf laywers
encounter these sorts of agreements, be wary
as, of course, we have no iuudicial
interpretation of terms such as "financial
matters related to daily living" or "larger
finaneial matters".

The internet

Cheryl Stephens has set up a web chatline
about plain language. To subscribe send to

listserv@cba.org

the email message

Subscribe PLAINL John Smith

(or whatever your name is).

You will automatically receive in your
mailbox everything posted to the list
PLAINL. There is no charge.

To contribue articles or messages to the list,
send mail (with a subject) to ptainl @ cba.org

A digest form of the list is available by
sending to listserv@cba.org the message

set ptaint digest which you can cancel with
set plainl nodigest.

Your subscription can be cancelled by
sending to

listserv@cba.org

the message

unsubscribe plainl

Cheryl M. Stephens writes

via 'CBA - Plain Languege Law List"<PLAINL@sdminl .algonquinc.on.ce>

British Columbia's CBA's (canadian Bar Associa-

tion?- ed) Wills and Estates Section has (in its
April minutes) discussed a concern about
plain language drafting.

BC has new adult guardianship legislation
(passed but not in effect) which accepts the
use of "Representation Agreements". The
Community Coalition for the Implementation
of Adult Guardianship Legislation has written
and now circulates a draft representation
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considerable obligations in old-fashioned
forms of contract which do not adequately
express the true intention."

And he continued:

Nearly sixty years on litile if anything seems
to have changed.

This case arose from the difficultv of
e-x{.ac!i1g the meaning from the triditionally
drafted legal document reproduced below.
Several important aspects were unclear.

Lord Justice Saville bqgan his analysis by
quoting Lord Atkin in Trade tndemitty C'o
Ltdv. Workington Harbour & Dock Board
(re37 AC 1)):

"...(l)t is difficult to understand why
businessmen persist in entering upon

Although this "bond" was probably meant to
be a guarantee, it lacked thgessenc6 of such a
document, in that there was no obligation on
the surety to "see to it" that the sub-contractor
fulfilled his commitments. (Breach of such an
obligation lays the surety open to a claim for
damages.) On the contrary, the obligation of
sub-contractor was expreised in thelame
words as that of the surety, and the sub-
contractor could not guarantee himself.

Another oddity was that the document
seemed to impose an obligation (on surety
and sub-contractor jointtfand separatety) to
pay the maximum sirm even if thdt exce6ded
the loss caused by the sub-contractor's failure.

Case report
Trafalgar House Construction v.
General Surety & Guarantee Co
CA: Bingham MR, Beldam & Saville LJJ

22nd February 1994

66 Building Law Reports 47

By this Bond we K. D. Chambers Limited whose
Registered Office is at I London Road Sittingbourne
Kent (hereinafter called 'the Subcontractor') and
General Surety & Guaranty Co Limited whose
registered office is at Hawthorn Hall Road Wilmslow
Cheshire SK9 5BZ (hereinafter called 'the Surety')
are held and firmly bound unto A. Monk Building
and Civil Engineering Limited (hereinafter called
'the Main Contractor') in the sum of f101,285.00
(One hundred and one thousand two hundred and
eighty five pounds) for the payment of which sum
the Subcontractor and the surety bind themselves
their successors and assignsjointly and severally by
these presents

Sealed with our respective Seals and dated this
twenty seventh day of November 1989

WHEREAS

l. The Main Contractor has entered with the Maid-
stone Borough Council for the construction of
Leisure Centre at Mote Park Maidstone Kent
(hereinafter referred to as 'The Main Contract
Works')

2. The subcontractor by a subcontract agreement
evidenced by subcontract order no. SCl839/
C5495 dated the Thirty first day of October
1989 made between the Main Contractor of t}re
one part and the Subcontractor of the other part
has entered into a subcontract (hereinafter
referred to as 'the said Subcontract') for the
construction and completion of the Subcontract

Works (being part of the Main Contract Works) as
therein mentioned in conformity with the provisions
ofthe said Subcontract

Now the condition of the above-written Bond is such
that if the Subcontractor shall duly perform and
observe all the terms provisions conditions and stip-
ulations of the said subcontract on the Sub-
contractor's part to be performed and observed
according to the true purport intent and meaning
thereof or if on default by the Subcontractor the
Surety shall satisfy and discharge the damages
sustained by the Main Contractor thereby up to the
amount of the above-written Bond then this obli-
gation shall be null and void but otherwise shall be
and remain in full force and effect but no alteration
in terms of the said Subcontract made by agreement
between the Main Contractor and the Subcontractor
or in the extent or nature of the Subconkact Works
to be conskucted and completed thereunder and no
allowance of time by the Main Contractor under the
said Subconkact nor any forbearance or forgiveness
in or in respect of any matter or thing concerning
the said Subconkact on the part of the Main
Contractor shall in any way release the Surety from
any liability under the above-written Bond

Any proceedings against the Surety to rercover any
claim hereunder must be served within six months
after the fourth day of February 1991 or such other
date as may be certified by the Architect as the date
of Practical Completion of the Main Contract
Works.
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Both sides agreed it should not be read that
way.

So the court had to work out as best it could
what the parties had intended. Lord Justice
Saville continued:

...(t)t seems to me that what the bond does is
to impose upon the surety an independent
obligation to pay the damages sustained by
the main contractor (up to the amount of the
bond) from a failure of the sub-contractor to
carry out the sub-contract. lt is true that the
bond does not in express terms impose this
obligation on the surety, but instead
describes the satisfaction and discharge of
the damages by the surety as a "condition" of
the bond, but given (as I understand both
parties accept) that the literal meaning of the
words in the bond would produce the
unacceptable result noted above, it seems to
me that to make any sense at all the bond
mugt be read as though in effect this
"condition" contained the undertaking of the
surety.

The next unclarity was when the obligation
arose. The judge decided it was implicit that
it arose on demand by the main contractor.

Finally, he had to decide the amount due
under the bond.The surety said it was the
amount due from the sub-contractor to the
main contractor after taking into account any
counterclaims or other set-offs. The judge
disagreed: it was the additional expenditure
incurred by the main contractor as a result of
the sub-conffactor's failure to complete the
sub-contract; this would include the extra cost
of completing the works and any other conse-
quential loss, like the payment of damages to

the employer. Moreover, because the purpose
of the bond was to provide urgent funds to
remedy the cash-flow difficulties caused by
the sub-contractor's failure, the contractor's
assertion and calculation of this figure should
be accepted unless there was evidence of bad
faith. Otherwise the purpose would be frus-
trated by the delays of complex litigation.

Lord Justice Saville concluded:

I would only add a suggestion both to those
who seek and to those who provide securities
for the performance ol commercial
obligations- They would save much time and
money il in tuture they heeded what Lord
Atkin had said so many years ago and set our
their bargain in plain modern English without
resorting to ancient forms which were
doubtless designed lor legal reasons which
no longer exist.

Lord Justice Beldam and Sir Thomas
Bingham, the Master of the Rolls, agreed.

Editor's note

Pruning the verbiage can emphasise the
absurdity of the language. For instance, the
second recital in the bond can be reduced to
the Groucho Marxian:

The sub-sontractor by a subcontract contract
evidenced by subcontract number X betwen
the contrac'tor and the sub-contractor has
entered into a subcontract (hereinafter called
'the subcontract") to catry out the
subcontrac't work {which is part of the
contract work) in accordance with the
subcontract.
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These half-day seminars are now offered at the lower price of f450 + expenses + VAT
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A debate
between a
traditional

drafter and a
CLARITY
member

An elderly widower of modest means (A)
was anxious to protect his disabled daughter
(B) after his death (and before, if he had to go
inlg gare). He had the house they lived in arid
a little capital.

The house was to g! lnto trust immediately
but A would retain a life interest. On his
death the house and capital would be used for
B during her life, and would then pass to the
other daughter C or, if she had dieb, to her
children. A, C and I were the trustees.

A asked a welfare law specialist to prepare
the documents. He produ-ced a 21-pale ieed
of settlement and a7-pagewill. Tfe l-ongest
sentence was over apage long and many
others were not much shorter. There was no
punctuation.

A asked me what it all meant. I wasn't sure.
Decoding the documents and explaining them
to A wasted many hours and required exiensive
correspondence with the drafter. Here is a
flavour.

Text
8.1 Trust moneys may be invested or laid out in the

purchase of or upon the security of such stocks
funds shares or securities or other investments or
property of whatsoever nature and wheresoever
situated in any part of the world and whether
involving liability or not (including the purchase
improvement repair building rebuilding decoration
or {urnishing of any real or personal property of
any nature or any interest therein and wheresoever
situated as aforesaid and whether for investment
purposes or for the beneficial occupation use or
enioyment of any of the Beneficiaries for the time
being in existence) or by way of loan to any Benefi-
ciary upon such personal credit with or without
security and upon such terms as the Trustees shall
in their absolute discretion think fit and to hypothe-
cate all or any part of the Trust Fund as security for
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the repayment of any loan made to any Beneficiary
as the Trustees may in their absolute discretion
from time to time determine tor the benefit of any
Beneficiary and in this connection to issue guaran-
tees of indebtedness of the Beneficiary and to
pledge the said Trust Fund to secure any such
guarantee and the decision and acts of the Trus_
tees shall be conclusive and binding on all
Beneficiaries

8.2 The powers of investment hereunder shall include
the making of any investment in gold silver
precious metals gold and silver coins commodities
works of art precious stones and other items of
value (intrinsic or non-intrinsic) as well as options
and future contracts in respect thereof

My question

ln clause 8.1 you give a power of investment in "other
investments or property of whatsoever nature" but it is
not clear whether you mean this literally or if it is to be
read eiusdem generlswith the rest of the clause. It the
former, would it be a good idea to delete all the detailed
references in clause 8 [which continued for another five
subclausesl, and rely on the general words?

A similar point arises about the interpretation of "itemsof value" in 8.2, if that clause survives my last
comment.

His answer
I do not believe that the confusion which you suggest
would arise. This deed was in fact settled by Counsel.

Supplementary guestion
The confusion already has arisen, whether or not the
deed was settled by Counsel, as I do not know what my
powers as trustee will be. I doubt either A or C are any
wiser.

Answer
With respect I believe that the terminology is perfectly
clear. However, in view of your particular objection in
the case of this Trust I have deleted lhe words in
clause 8(1) "stocks funds shares or securities or other".

With the deletion of the words that you wish at clause
8.1. lbelieve that 8.2 is now abundanily clear and I

would not propose to make any alteration to that
clause.

Speculation

But what do these two clauses mean?

The trustees may invest in any propedyi,
even if it involves liabilityz, or by way of toan
to a beneficiary on any terms the trustees
think fit3, and may hypothecate the trust fund
to secure a loan to a beneficiarya.

.1. Really any property?
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lf so, why menlion particularly "stocks lunds shares
or securities", which strongly suggest (as a matter
ol common sense, apart from the eiusdem and
inclusio rules) a limitation to investment in the
stock market?

l{ the limitation is intended to apply, why con{use
the issue with "property of whatsoever nature and
wheresoever situated in any part o{ the world"?
(lncidentally, none of those involved had any inten-
tion ol investing outside England.)

And again, if the limitation is intended, how can
such investments include residential property,
which was apparently envisaged by the inappropri-
ately general (and repetitive) {ollowing words "any
real or personal property of any nature or any inter-
est therein and wheresoever situated as
aforesaid"? (Could it be "wheresoever situated nof
as aforesaid"?)

Could the truslees build, decorate, and furnish a
share certilicate lor the occupation of a beneficiary?
lf not, why "or personal property of any nature"
when he meant "leasehold property"?

And what does "enjoyment" add to "use"? Can the
trust fund be squandered on fleeting pleasures?

A's instructions were to provide a secure home for
B (preferably the one she had lived in for many
years) and to support her lrom the meagre capital.

The drafter returns to the definition of property in

8.2. lt now includes investment in precious metals,

precious stones, works ol art, and [back to the
generalityl "other items of value (intrinsic or non-
intrinsic)", not to mention options and futures [in
anything?]. Does "non-intrinsic" include items of
only sentimental value?

2. ls there any property which cannolinvolve liability?
Surely he meant property which diminished in
value, although he doesn't say so? And is this a
licence to make a very bad investment?

3. "Or by way of a loan to any Beneficiary ... without
security . .. for the benefit of any Benef iciary" may
not be - at least if it is interest-free - an invest-
ment at all, but a distribution. So what is it doing as
part of the powers of investment?

4. I hadn't heard of hypothecation. My Shorter Oxford
Dictionary defines it as "To give or pledge as
security; to pawn, mortgage". But Sfroud, a safer
source for a technical legal use, distinguishes
hypothecation lrom both pledge and mortgage.
Whichever de{inition is adopted, the drafter's "to
hypothecate ... and in this connection ... to pledge"

suggests some conceptual confusion.

ln any event, it is hardlty best practice to pawn the
trust fund.

The drafting solicitor has since publicly
supported traditional legal language on the
grounds that it is essential for its greater
precision than plain language.
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The obligation clause in the mortgage provides yet another
example o{ a rigmarole of close spaced fine print in 36 long
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News about members
David Pollacchi, a solicitor specialising in
company andcommercial law, has movedfrom
Watfordtojoin Lass Salt Garvin in Piccadilly.

Mike Petley has been appointed director of
the Guildtord branch of the College of Lav.

James Rowley has retired from practice.

Sue Stapely has left The Law Society, where
she was Head of Public Relations, to join
Fishburn Hedges, a central London communi-
cations consultancy, as director designate.
She hopes,to continue writing, broadcasting,
and training, and to find time for some solici-
tor's work.

Helena Twist has moved from Nabarro
Nathanson to Hammond Suddards, where she
is Director of Legal Development.

New Zealand

Sir Kenneth Keith, formerly President of
Law Commission, has been appointed a judge
of the Court of Appeal.

United States

Professor Joseph Kimble has been
appointed managing editor of the Scribes
Journal of LegalWriting. Bryan Garner
remains editor-in-chief.

Sidney Greenbaum collapsed and died
recently while giving a lecture in
Moscow. He was a quietly religious Jew,
and a well-respected Hebrew scholar
before he became a world-renowned
authority on English. He was a kind and
gentle man who would chortle happily at
a joke at his own expense. His loss is v9ry
sad. (A review of his Ox.ford English
Grammar, published just before his death,
appears on page 13.)

England

John Griffiths has left Plain English
Campaign. He has formed lcgal Communi-
cations Ltd, under which he is continuing as a
writer, editor, and trainer, (with a legal bias).

Martin Kay has completed his year as presi-
dent of the Suffolk and N. Essex Law Society.

Timothy Norman has left Debenham & Co
of Knightsbridge to join Donne Mileham &
Haddock in Brighton.

Committee
out this period she was an active member of
the committee, which for a time met regularly
in her Millbank flat. When she returndd to the
States she stayed on ttfe committee as our
prototype overseas representative, but the
pressure of her many other commitments -which include a British Home Office
consultancy on a smart bail-application
computer system - led her to withdraw from

" active participation. Meanwhile the overseas
committee has developed into a small network.

Alison Plouviez was admitted a solicitor as a
mature student in 1986, after working for
several years in the voluntary sector. She had
a brief spell in private practice but has been
on the Law Society staff since 1987. She
wrote the Probate Practitioner's Handbook
and is now secretary to the Employment [,aw
Committee. She joined the CLARITY
committee in 1992, and although she has now
left to take life a bit easier she continues to
promote us at the [,aw Society.

Standing down

Patricia Hassett's professional career began
in private practice in her native New York.
Later she took part-time appointments first as

an assistant district attorney and later as

assistant counsel to the municipality. She
taught for a while at Harvard before moving
to Svracuse University, where she became
Professor of Law in 1980. Ten years later she
came to England for an 18-month stint at the
university's t ondon outpost, and was elected
to the CLARITY committee in autumn 1990.
She stayed in London until 1993, on leave from
Syracuie, to serve on the Lord Chancellor's
Advisory Committee on Education, and was
meanwtiile called to the English bar. Through-
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Alison and Patricia both generated a constant
stream of good ideas and helped make com-
mittee meetings apleasure. We miss them both.

Arriving
Simon Adamyk is a barrister practising
chancery and commercial law at Lincolns Inn,
london. He was called to the bar in 1991,
having graduated from Downing College
Cambridge and from Harvard Law School. He
has an interest in all things American, his other
half coming from New York Cify. He is keen
to see computers and other technology used to
their full potential in the law. His chambers'
website is http://ourworld.compu-serve.com/
homepages/l2NewSquare (from which his
conventional address can be deduced).

Christine and Stewart Graham are our first
husband-and-wife team. An administrative
change meant that Stewart was at Kingston
University for only two days before graduating
in sociology in 1992. He studied law extern-
ally for a time, working hard and unsung for
CLARITY while clerking for the then chair-
man, and he remained an enthusiastic member
when he_left tojoin what is now Coleman Tilley
Tarrant Sutton, where he is pojects manager
and handles personal injury cases. He is an
active memberof the local Conservative
Association. He joins the committee with
respon s ibility for promotion and fundrai sing.
Christine graduated in accountancy &econo-
mics from the University of Wales at Aberyst-
wyth in 1984 and qualified as a teacher the next
year. She is now head of maths at Carshalton
High School for Girls. She has beenthe treas-
urer of several staffroom associations and
Surbiton Junior Rotary and is now treasurer of
SE England Conservative Association.
Although unconnected with law and not a

member of CLARITY, she has very kindly
offered to assist our treasurer Nick O'Brieh.

Richard Oertonwas admitted as a solicitor in
1959 and worked in private practice till 1968.
There followed a stint at Butterwofths, where
he edited Un.derhill onTru.sts and wrote supp-
lements to that, Williams on Wills, Wi.lliams on
Title, andThe Enycyclopaedia of Forms and
Precedents. ln 1972 he joined the staff of the
Law Commission, later becoming the senior
staff member of the land law and landlord-and-
tenant teams. He worked on reports on rent-
charges, local land charges, charging orders,
gazumping, hbme co-ownership, rights of
access to neighbouring land, positive and
restrictive covenants, and several aspects of
landlord-and-tenant law. Since 1985 he has
been a part-time consultant to Bircham & Co,
spendi.ng the rest of his time writing on legal
and other matters. He is the author of Who is
the Crimin"a/? (Hodder & Stoughton 1968), A

@ment f9 y the Law Commis sion (Countrywise
Press 1987), and the wills division of Butter-
worths' Wills Probate & Administration Se rvic e.

John Pare took a BA in law at the University
of Kent at Canterbury in 1969. After 2 years'-
articled to Tony Girling's firm, in 1972"he
qualified as a teacher and as a solicitor,
joining M_ilshal Pugh & Co in Oswesfiry as an
assistant. He has been a partner in the firm
since 1975. He is a member of the Solicitors'
Family Law Association and the Association
of Lawyers for the Defence of the Unborn.
He is a Church of England lay reader and a
school governor, and spent 18 years as a
RELATE (marriage guidance) counsellor.
Since 1970 he has been married to Sandie,
now a.primary school headteacher, and they
have 4 (now mostly grown) children, one oT
whom is about to start reading for the bar.

Committee contacts
England (code 44) Telephone Australia (code 61)
Mark Adler (deputy chairman, journal, membership) 01306 741055 Christopher Balmford 3 9274 5849
Richard Castle (CLARITY mark) 01223 331879
christine Graham (assistant treasurer) 0l8l 397 9866 Canada (code l)
Stewart Graham (promotion, fundraising) 0 18 I 546 7500 Phil Knight 604 gZ5 g13t
Alexandra Marks (awards, annual supper 0171 606 7080 South Africa (code27)
Nick O'Brien (treasurer) OI7l797 1166 Ailsa Stewarr-Smith 21 686 8056
Justin Nelson (chairman) 01580 714194
Richard oerton ol7 r 222 Bo44 united states (code l)
John Pare 01691 652020 Joseph Kimble 5t7 3jr 5r4o
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Welcome to new
members

Australia
Chris Bevitt; Middletons Moore & Bevins; Sydney

Judy Dean; College of Law Pty Ltd; Mosman, NSW
Jacinta Efthim ; Blackrock, Victoria

Tim Johnstone; Canberra
Cynthia Langley; Middletons Moore & Bevins;

Melbourne
Anne-Marie Maplesde4; acting director, Cenke for

Plain Lcgal l-anguage; Sydney

Janice Mclgo{; Winglark fty Ltd; Stanwell Park,
' :. New South Wales

Robyn Nielsen; librarian, Office of Parliamentary
Counsel; Parkes

Austria
Merran Loewenthal; solicitor admitted in England &
New South Wales, specialising in business and interna-

tional law; Vienna

Canada

Clear Language & Design (Sally McBeth);

. consultancy, Toronto
Maureen Fitzgerald; policy & research lawyer; Law

Society of British Columbia; Vancouver

Gayman lslands

Clive Grenyer; aftorney; George Town

England

, Simon Adamylq barrister; London WC2
David Bowcock; solicitor, Bowcock Cuerden; Chester
Carilbell Hooper (Michael Oliver); sol'rs, London SWI
Edge & Ellison (Caroline Mosley); sol'r, Birmingham
Institute of Advanced Legal Studies (Lesley Young);

I-ondon WCI
Lawrence Finel sol'r, Fines; Stourbridge, W. Midlands

Julie Francis; solici0or; Ewhurst, Surrey

John Jewers; editor, Plain I-anguage Commissiory
New Mills, Cheshire

Office of Fair Trading (Jenny Vobes & Maria Ditri,
Library); London EC4

Jenny Phillips; contacts solicitor, T.C. Decaux UK
Ltd; Teddington, Middlesex

Nigel Sims; solicitor, Bowcock Cuerden; Nantwich,
Cheshire

Emma Slessenger; solicitor, Titmuss Sainer Dechert;
I-ondon EC4

Rosemary Smith; communications consultant; Great
Bookham, Surrey

Peter Taylor; sol'r, DJ Freeman & Co; London EC4

Netherlands

Martin Hendrix; translator; Panningen
Martin Koeman; translator; Breda

New Zealand

Elizabeth McAra; Policy Advice Division, Inland
Revenue; Wellington

Singapore

Attorney-Generals Chambers Library (IVIdm

Hassan)
Hwee-Ying Yeol senior Iechrer (law); National

University of Singapore
Serene Wee; attorney, Singapore Academy of Law

USA

Paul Braddock; attorney; St Augustine, Florida
Dr Merritt Ellen Cole; writer, Baker & Hostetler;

Cleveland, Ohio
Dade County DA's Olfice (contact Jeffrey M.

Poppel); Miami, Florida
Suzanne Dugas; tax tribunaljudge & adjunct profes-

soro Thomas Coolley Law School; Brighton,
Michigan

William Haggerty; case reporter, Michigan
Supreme Court; Lansing, MI

Rita Jacobs; attorney; Lansing, Michigan
Legal Divis'n,I*gislative Service Bureau (Ms

Carol) ; Lansing, Michigan
Martin McGaffey; attorney, NBD Bank; Detroit,

Michigan
Melvin Merzon; atiorney; Skokie, Illinois

Prof Peggy Miller; Manatee Community College;
University Park, Florida

Donald Petersen; attorney, Petersen & Irfkofsky
PC; Bloomfield Hills, Michigan

Teri Quimby; policy adviser at Michigan House of
Representatives; Grand Ledge, MI

Prof David Schultz; University of Wisconsin Law
School; Madison WI

Sommens, Schwartz, Silver & Schwartz; attorneys;
Southfield, Michigan

Paul Steinkraus; attorney, Ford Motor Credit Co;
Dearborn, Michigan

Lisa Yarnier; Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Michi-
gan; Dehoit

Stephanie Waelde; paralegal, Sills l-aw Essad;

Bloomingfield Hills, Michigan
Steven Weise at0orney, Heller Ehrman White &

McAuliffe; I-os Angeles, CA
Mitzi Russell lVilliams; Scottsdale, Arizona
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